I. Welcome & Introduction

II. Standing Agenda Item: Readers’ Advisory – Roundtable

III. Blogs & Wikis & FB Groups…Oh My! – Roundtable

IV. Twitter – Elizabeth Rafferty, BCPL

V. Charlotte/Mecklenberg Public Library - Elizabeth Rafferty, BCPL

VI. Gaming

   - ALA’s Gaming Grant
   - Article: “Is Gaming Good or Bad for Libraries?” – MLA’s The Crab, Winter ’09

VII. Economy’s Effect on Service to Teens – Kathie Weinberg, Montgomery County

   - Article: “YA Q&A: Expert Advice on Tough Teen Service Questions” – Young Adult
     Library Services Newsletter, Fall ’08

VIII. Urban Libraries – Lee Farrell, HCL

   - Article: “Make It New” – SLJ, Jul ’08

IX. Millennials & Internet Search Strategies

   - Blog Posting: “Dude, I’m Phaaaaaat!” – Jennifer Osborne